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Feature of the Week...

Mask pattern design competition…. a 
student led initiative.

● Open to students from age 12-18
● The winning design will be manufactured on 100,000 

masks!
● 10,000 of the masks will be donated to protect children 

attending school.
● Templates for the design can be found here
● For more information visit :    Colour Away Covid 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5e883512e448016a5ffac189/t/5ed23991bca31d52af020bdd/1590835640990/Colour+Away+Covid+-+Template
https://www.zionburg.com/colourawaycovid


Gratitude Staff Letter Box 
Congratulations to these staff for this week’s nominations….

★ Michelle Hughes for being a thoroughly enjoyable person to work with on projects and for supporting 
me during my first few weeks when I started at IS. From L. Jenkins 

★ Mary Lacey Vittachi for always being thoughtful, full of ideas and making us laugh (even when she 
doesn’t intend to :) )  From J. DeBorja 

★ Lorraine Harte for being a wonderful friend and keeping me upbeat and positive during stressful times. 
From S. Sharma. Also nominated by J. Burgon for being so organized and supportive with the IDU.

★ Mei Lau she arranges cover and rooming for us and is very organized. From A. Cheng
★ Russell Scott for teaching the maths department how to make life-changing, game-changing Desmos 

resources. From M. Fowler
★ Maryanne McPhee for going above and beyond the call of duty to get a 7/11 sandwich for a member 

of her form who forgot their lunch. #caring #principled #iblearnerprofile.From S. Budd
★ Emily Wong for being unflappable, incredibly helpful, and being worth her weight in gold (which has 

gained value recently I believe)  From F. Wightman

The winner for this week goes to ………. Teri Eves For being wonderfully supportive. Always 
finds time to offer help and support despite having no time because she is invested in so many school 
activities. From P. Atikinson. Also nominated by S. Sharma, D. Nason, S. Jolly and B. Hall (twice)



Activities to choose from this month 
inspired by the Student Thrive Team:

Mindful Colouring
Reasons why mindful colouring can help you, including a print out 
resource of Hong Kong. 

Positive Emotions
Change can affect our emotions. Check in with the Emotional Barometer 
and the worry filter, a support tool in managing emotions. 

Circuit Training
Back to basics… complete the circuit to boost your fitness level. 

Virtual Worlds 
A fantastic students edition to help you explore and discover the world 
from your own couch! 



Mindful Colouring….



Mindful Colouring...
How can mindful colouring help you?

★ Boost your creativity.
★ Studies show that repetitive and 

systematic actions help boost cerebral 
brain activity.

★ Mindfulness and art have a positive 
correlation with our wellbeing and 
increased attention.

★ Helps us to relax and deal with negative 
thoughts or feelings.

Check out the Hong Kong colouring page to print and use!    





Positive Emotions...



Positive Emotions ...

PositiveNegative

High Energy

Low Energy

● 😄 High energy + Positive. 
E.g. excited, energised

● 😌 Low energy + Positive
E.g. calm, reflective

● 😤 High energy + Negative
E.g. anxious, frustrated

● 😞 Low energy + Negative
E.g. sad, defeated

It will be challenging at school more than usual and this change may be 
having an impact on your emotions.

Try not to resist any negative emotions or hide them away, but acknowledge 
them to see if they need to be managed, supported or communicated to 
others. 

Emotional Barometer - How are you feeling?



Worry Filter... 
Now that you’ve recognised how you’re feeling, it’s time 
to figure out why you may be feeling that way. 

★ No matter where you are on the Emotional 
Barometer, the Worry Filter can help manage any 
stresses or worries you may have.

★ Helping you move more towards the right 
(positive) than the left (negative).

How to use it:

1. List all the worries you have on a piece of paper.
2. Try to “filter” out any useless worries - ones that you CAN’T do 

anything about by striking through them. Try to let these worries go. 
3. Now you should have a list of useful worries that you CAN control. 



Everybody worries... 
1. Plan your time to avoid or prepare for these worries.
2. Speak with a friend, family member or teacher for 

support to help you figure out how best to tackle the 
worry or concern.

3. Make a list of what you can you do to manage and 
help reduce these worries? 

What actions can you take to reduce these concerns or worries?

Click the link to read the ebook:    Ebook

A quick and easy read that reminds us that everybody 
worries… we just need to support each other. 

It's not a problem if you can find a solution! 

https://en.calameo.com/read/000777721945cfe5bb9cc?authid=Xu9pcOzU3TQx


Back to basics….



Circuit Training ...

❖ Complete each exercise for 
30-50 seconds.

❖ Rest for 10 seconds.
❖ Repeat 2-3 sets of the circuit.



Stretch it out ...
Hold each stretch for 10-20 seconds after the circuit.



Virtual Tours…...



Virtual Tours...
Explore the ruins of Machu Picchu!
https://www.youvisit.com/tour/machupicchu

Known to us as Mount Everest and in Nepal as 
Sagarmatha, view the highest peak in the world!
https://www.airpano.com/360photo/Everest-Nepal/

Look around at nature’s very own lights!
https://www.airpano.com/360photo/Iceland-Polar-Light/

Explore the world’s largest cave in Vietnam!
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/news-features/son-d
oong-cave/2/#s=pano53

Finally view the longest glass bridge in the world, the 
Zhangjiajie Glass Bridge in China!
https://www.airpano.com/360photo/china-glass-bridge/

★ Bored of being 
stuck at home??

★ Why don’t you take 
a break and explore 
the world-from your 
couch? 

★ Check the links 
beside for 
breathtaking sights!

https://www.youvisit.com/tour/machupicchu
https://www.airpano.com/360photo/Everest-Nepal/
https://www.airpano.com/360photo/Iceland-Polar-Light/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/news-features/son-doong-cave/2/#s=pano53
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/news-features/son-doong-cave/2/#s=pano53
https://www.airpano.com/360photo/china-glass-bridge/



